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1.1

LOGO / 1.1

LOGO
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1.1.1

LOGO / 1.1

Standard Color Graphics
of The Logo

The logo is the core of the corporate image, a direct reflection of corporate management system and service
quality, and often creates the first impression of the corporate image. The logo is also a manifestation of
corporate values. As the most important element of the overall corporate image, the logo is exclusively
specialized in corporate image identity and should not be used as a supplementary graphic.
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1.1.2

LOGO / 1.1

Standard Color Graphic Of
The Logo

To serve various media demands, we have standard monochrome graphics as well as standard color graphics of
the logo, in a bid to maintain consistency in external image publicity. Here are standard monochrome graphics to
be used mainly in monochrome printing such as newspaper advertisement. Please strictly follow the
specifications in use.

CMYK 0K

CMYK 100K

Standard Inverted White Draft

Logo Ink Draft
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1.1.3

LOGO / 1.1

Standard Color Graphic
Of The Logo

Media demands include not only color graphics, but monochrome version which is frequently used in fax, copying
and monochrome printing. Here is the standard monochrome inverted graphic of the logo, to be applied against
dark backgrouns. Due to the nature of monochrome graphics, when greyscale of the background is larger than
20%, the standard monochrome inverted graphic must be used. Please strictly follow the specifications in use.
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1.1.4

Standard Color Graphics of
The Logo

Logo is the core element for building and shaping the image of a company. It is also a concentrated visual
presentation of the company's products, service and image. In order to ensure the authroity, identification and
unity of a company's logo, we should apply it correctly and appropriately. The standard grid chart of the logo can
help to standardize the proportion and structure of the logo.
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LOGO / 1.1
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1.1.5

Clear Space
of The Logo

In order to ensure the best visual effect of the logo, clear space should be kept when applying. The surrounding
area of the logo is clear space. No other element should appear in this space.
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a
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LOGO / 1.1

Nothing else is allowed in the clear space
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1.1.6

Standard Guideline of
Logo Minimization

In order to ensure the best visual communication of the logo, the size of the logo should be no smaller than 5 mm.
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When the size of the logo
is under 5mm,
it is hardly recognizable.
So it is specified in the
manual that the logo
should not be smaller
than 8mm. It should be
applied strictly according
to this rule.

LOGO / 1.1
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1.1.7

LOGO / 1.1

Examples of Incorrect
Application

This page presents some examples of typical incorrect applications of the logo. In order to maintain the integrity
and unity of the corgporate image, the following applications and combinations are prohibited.

Randomly change the color of the logo

Use unspecified colors as the background color of the logo

Randomly change the shape of the logo

Randomly rotate the logo
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1.1.8

Examples of Incorrect
Application

This page presents some examples of typical incorrect applications of the logo combination. In order to maintain
the integrity and unity of the corporate image, the following applications and combinations are prohibited.

Randomly zoom in or out the logo graphics

Randomly change the position of the logo and
Chinese and English texts

LOGO / 1.1
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1.1.9

The Guideline of
Logo Applied to Picture

Image is an important element that usually appears in various applications. The logo is usually placed on top of the
image. Here are some specifications on the choice of images and the applications of the logo.

In order to better communicate the corporate image, when the
background of the image is light and there is sizable blank space,
the colorful logo can be applied on the picture.

When the background of the picture is
dark and there is sizable blank space
(and there is enough clear space),
the white logo can be applied on the
picture.

If the background of the picture is overly complex, a white patch
should be applied on top of the picture before the colorful logo can
be used (enough clear space should be kept on the white patch).

Below are some incorrect applications of the logo with pictures. When the background picture is overly complex, neither colorful nor white logo can be applied.

LOGO / 1.1
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1.2

Primary Colors

Primary Colors
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1.2.1

Standard Colors

The standard color is an important factor that symbolizes the company's spirit and culture. It creates a strong
impression through visual communication and reflects the role of color in visual identification. In order to further
ensure the color effect of the standard colors on different printing materials, the printing output accuracy of
commonly used paper is specified:1. Copper plate printing / 175dpi 2. Offset paper (domestically made) / 133dpi
3. Newspaper Printing / 100dpi 4. Offset paper (import) / 150dpi

CMYK

PANTONE
185C

C:7 M:100 Y:83 K:0
RGB

R:220 G:6 B:43

Standard
Colors

Color Code: # dc062b

Standard color: PANTONE185C, CMYK (C: 7 M: 100 Y: 83 K: 0) RGB (R: 220 G: 6 B: 43). The standard color scale shows the color

PRIMARY COLORS
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1.2.2

Standard
Supplementary Colors-1

When standard colors are fully used, a few supplementary colors are set according to the characteristics of the
industry and specific needs in order to bring out the best visual effect. They can be used in combination for
special occasions, e.g. celebrations or advertisement, adding to the visual experience. Apart from the colors
provided, other colors are not recommended in the VI system.

CMYK

PANTONE
2736C

C:98 M:90 Y:0 K:0
RGB

R:22 G:49 B:143

Auxiliary
Colors-1

Color Code:# 16318f

Auxiliary Colors-1: PANTONE426C, CMYK (C: 83 M: 77.5 Y: 73.5 K: 54) RGB (R: 36 G: 39 B: 41). The auxiliary color gradation shows
the color perception of the auxiliary color in different brightness levels.
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1.2.3

Standard
Supplementary Colors-2

When standard colors are fully used, a few supplementary colors are set according to the characteristics of the
industry and specific needs in order to bring out the best visual effect. They can be used in combination for
special occasions, e.g. celebrations or advertisement, adding to the visual experience. Apart from the colors
provided, other colors are not recommended in the VI system.

CMYK

PANTONE
426C

C:83 M:77.5 Y:73.5 K:54
RGB

R:36 G:39 B:41

Auxiliary
Colors-2

Color Code:# 242729

Auxiliary Colors-2: PANTONE426C, CMYK (C: 83 M: 77.5 Y: 73.5 K: 54) RGB (R: 36 G: 39 B: 41). The standard color gradation shows
the color perception of the standard color in different brightness levels.
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1.2.4

Standard
Supplementary Colors-3

When standard colors are fully used, a few supplementary colors are set according to the characteristics of the
industry and specific needs in order to bring out the best visual effect. They can be used in combination for
special occasions, e.g. celebrations or advertisement, adding to the visual experience. Apart from the colors
provided, other colors are not recommended in the VI system.

CMYK

PANTONE
422C

C:43 M:34 Y:32 K:0
RGB

R:160 G:161 B:162

Auxiliary
Colors-3

Color Code:# a0a1a2

Auxiliary Colors-3: PANTONE426C, CMYK (C: 83 M: 77.5 Y: 73.5 K: 54) RGB (R: 36 G: 39 B: 41). The auxiliary color gradation shows
the color perception of the auxiliary colors in different brightness levels.

PRIMARY COLORS / 1.2
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1.2.5

Guideline For Primary And
Secondary Colors

White

This specification is related to the use of standard colors and supplementary colors. Colors are an integral part
of the logo. Incorrect applications of colors on the logo will lead to inconsistency of the corporate image. In order
to achieve the consistency of the application of the logo, we have specified the applicable range of logo colors.
Other colors outside of this range are prohibited.

Standard Colors

Auxiliary Colors

Auxiliary Colors

Auxiliary Colors

Black

The Use
of Colors

The Use of
Reversed White

Bronzing Gold

Stamped Silver
and Printed Silver

PRIMARY COLORS / 1.2
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1.3

Standard Typeface / 1.3

Standard Typeface

BASIC DESIGN SYSTEM /
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1.3.1

Standard Grid Chart
of Chinese Fonts

Standard grid chart of Chinese fonts can be applied independently when it is not suitable to use the logo. This
image specified the standard usage and proportion of font production. The production should strictly follow the
specifications in the picture.

16.7a

a

8.31a

7.7a

STANDARD TYPEFACE / 1.3

1.3a

7.67a
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1.3.2

Clear Space
of Chinese Fonts

Standard grid chart of Chinese fonts can be applied independently when it is not suitable to use the logo. In order
to ensure the best visual effect of the logo, when the Chinese fonts are used, no other pictures, texts or
decorative items are allowed in the specified area.

2a

2a
a
2a

2a

STANDARD TYPEFACE / 1.3

Nothing else allowed in the clear space.
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1.3.3

Standard Grid Chart
of English Fonts

Standard grid chart of English fonts can be applied independently when it is not suitable to use the logo. This
image specified the standard usage and proportion of font production. The production should strictly follow the
specifications in the picture.

39.47a
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a

10.59a
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STANDARD TYPEFACE / 1.3

2.04a

8.16a

8.15a
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1.3.4

Clear Space
of English Fonts

Standard grid chart of English fonts can be applied independently when it is not suitable to use the logo. In order
to ensure the best visual effect of the logo, when the English fonts are used, no other pictures, texts or
decorative items are allowed in the specified area.

2a

2a

a

2a

2a

STANDARD TYPEFACE / 1.3

Nothing else allowed in the clear space.
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1.4

Standard Combination / 1.4

Standard Combination

BASIC DESIGN SYSTEM /
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1.4.1

Guideline for Standard
Combination of Logo,Chinese And
English Abbreviation(vertical)

This page contains the vertical combination of the logo, Chinese and English abbreviations. It is the core content
of corporate visual identification. This combination can be used widely. To ensure the standardization, authority
and identification of the logo and other basic elements, the position of the combination should be strictly
followed. It cannot be changed to other format. This picture specifies the production example and the proportion
between different parts of the logo and the company name. The production should strictly follow the

a
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Logo and Chinese-English abbreviation combination - Vertical
production grid diagram

STANDARD COMBINATION / 1.4
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1.4.2

Clear Space for Standard
Combination of Logo,Chinese
And English Abbreviation(vertical)

This page specifies the clear space for the vertical combination of the logo, Chinese and English abbreviations.
To ensure the best visual effect, clear space should be kept for the combination. The surrounding area of the
logo is the clear space. No other elements are allowed in this area.

2a

2a

a
2a

2a

STANDARD COMBINATION / 1.4

Nothing else allowed in the clear space
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1.4.3

Guideline for Standard
Combination of Logo English
Abbreviation(vertical)

This page contains the vertical combination of the log and the English abbreviation. It is the core content of
corporate visual identification. This combination can be used widely. To ensure the standardization, authority and
identification of the logo and other basic elements, the position of the combination should be strictly followed. It
cannot be changed to other format. This picture specifies the production example and the proportion between
different parts of the logo and the company name. The production should strictly follow the specification.
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STANDARD COMBINATION / 1.4
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1.4.4

This page specifies the clear space for the vertical combination of the logo and the English abbreviation. To
ensure the best visual effect, clear space should be kept for the combination. The surrounding area of the logo is
the clear space. No other elements are allowed in this area.

Clear Space for Standard
Combination of Logo
English Abbreviation(vertical)

2a

2a

a
2a

2a

STANDARD COMBINATION / 1.4

Nothing else allowed in the clear space
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1.4.5

Guideline for Standard
Combination of Logo,Chinese And
English Abbreviation(horizontal)

a

This page contains the horizontal combination of the logo, Chinese and English abbreviations. It is the core
content of corporate visual identification. This combination can be used widely. To ensure the standarization,
authority and identification of the logo and other basic elements, the position of the combination should be
strictly followed. It cannot be changed to other format. This picture specifies the production example and the
proportion between different parts of the logo and the company name. The production should strictly follow the

3.45a
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1.05a

0.225a
4.72a

Logo and Chinese-English abbreviation combination - Horizontal production grid diagram

STANDARD COMBINATION / 1.4
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1.4.6

Clear Space for Standard
Combination of Logo,Chinese And
English Abbreviation(horizontal)

This page specifies the clear space for the horizontal combination of the logo, Chinese and English abbreviations.
To ensure the best visual effect, clear space should be kept for the combination. The surrounding area of the
logo is the clear space. No other elements are allowed in this area.

2a

2a

a
2a

2a

STANDARD COMBINATION / 1.4

Nothing else allowed in the clear space.
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1.4.7

Guideline for Standard
Combination of Logo English
Abbreviation(horizontal)

This page contains the horizontal combination of the logo and the English abbreviation. It is the core content of
corporate visual identification. This combination can be used widely. To ensure the standardization, authority and
identification of the logo and other basic elements, the position of the combination should be strictly followed. It
cannot be changed to other format. This picture specifies the production example and the proportion between
different parts of the logo and the company name. The production should strictly follow the specification.

a
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STANDARD COMBINATION / 1.4
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1.4.8

Clear Space for Standard
Combination of Logo
English Abbreviation(horizontal)

This page specifies the clear space for the horizontal combination of the logo and English abbreviation. To
ensure the best visual effect, clear space should be kept for the combination. The surrounding area of the logo is
the clear space. No other elements are allowed in this area.

2a

2a

a
2a

2a

STANDARD COMBINATION / 1.4

Nothing else allowed in the clear space
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1.5

Supplementary Graphics / 1.5

Supplementary Graphics
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1.5.1

The Consturetion of The
Supplementary Graphics

SUPPLEMENTARY GRAPHICS / 1.5

Supplementary graphics play an important role in the basic part. Supplementary graphics and logos share a
certain continuity, reflecting the industry attributes of the enterprise. Using the blue supplementary color will
give out an expression as modern and fashionable. In order to ensure the correct application of the
supplementary graphics, we have precisely defined and limited the supplementary graphics in the basic design
system. The production of supplementary graphics should strictly follow the specifications of this production
grid diagram.
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2.1

MEDIA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM / 2.1

Media communication system
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2.1.1

The guideline for logo application
in print advertisement
Print Advertising Application
Specifications

In print advertisement, the standard layout is set at the bottom of the page. The logo is located at the bottom
right. Standard red or complementary blue can be used as the color block on the left side of the area, depending
on specific situation. The height of the area is also flexible, but it should be no less than 1/6 of the overall length
of the page.
Size：210X285

自由设计区域

Unit：mm

Process: four-color printing + spot color red, spot color blue

自由设计区域

The height of standard layout area must be no less than 1/6 of that of the page, and a safe distance must be left for the logo.

MEDIA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM / 2.1
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2.1.2

The guideline for logo
application in Online Poster

In online advertisement, when there is sizable blank space (and enough clear space for the logo), the logo can
been applied straight away on top left of the page.

Online Poster Application
Specifications - 1

Size: 1080*1920

a a

Unit: px

a

a
a

Free Design Area

When the image area is the largest, the length of the logo
area must be at least 2 times the width. Clear space should
be kept for the logo in the picture area.

MEDIA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM / 2.1

示例
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2.1.3

The guideline for logo
application in Online Poster
Online Poster Application
Specifications - 2

In online advertisement, the standard layout is set at the bottom of the page. The logo is located at the bottom
right. Standard red or complementary blue can be used as the color block on the left side of the area, depending
on specific situation. The height of the area is also flexible, but it should be no less than 1/6 of the overall length
of the page.
Size: 1080*1920

自由设计区域

Unit: px

自由设计区域

The height of standard layout area must be no less than 1/6 of that of the page, and clear space must be kept for the logo.

MEDIA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM / 2.1
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2.1.4

The guideline for logo
application in print video

The beginning and end of the video are the dynamic representation of the logo and slogan. These two parts
should adopt standard documents and must not be changed in any way. The standard format is 16:9. For special
format requirements, the video ad size should be adjusted according to the ratio.
Size: 640*360

Unit: px

D e c e n t r a l iz e

t h e

W e b

1.The logo should stay for 2 seconds against the black background in the beginning of the video.
2. The corner mark should be white in English, located at the bottom right.
3. The logo and the slogan should stay for 3 seconds against the black background at the end.

MEDIA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM / 2.1
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2.1.5

The guideline for logo
application in Online platform

a a

When used on mobile online platform, the logo should be placed on the top left of the page. The clear space should
be the same size as the logo. An exception would be if there isn't enough space due to too many navigation
elements. In case of this, the logo should be aligned on the left with the main text, not restricted by the clear
space rule.

a

a
Decentralize the Web

a

3,734.944

3,734.944

TRX

TRX

Token

Balance

Token

Balance

Alpacion

56,000

Alpacion

56,000

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

CryptoChain

5

CryptoChain

5

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Exceptions
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2.1.6

The guideline for logo
application in Online platform

Online platform ( Desktop/Tablet), the logo is at the top left of the page. There is a safe distance between the
upper and lower sides of the logo, and there is a safe distance between the navigation elements on the right.

a a

2a

a
区块链

a

节点

超级代表

通证

市场信息

投票

工具

新闻

帮助

Example: Full Size Platform

a a

2a

a
a

区块链

节点

超级代表

通证

市场信息

投票

工具

Example: Non-Full Size Platform
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2.1.7

The guideline for logo
application in Social platform

The application part is an extension of the brand image of TRON. Each application is the carrier of brand
communication, and therefore, each application must exude the temperament and spirit of TRON. To ensure
effective dissemination of the corporate image, we have standardized each application in the application section.

0.35a

0.43a

Clear space should be kept when the logo is used on the online platform.

0.43a
a

0.38a

0.38a

0.3a

0.37a

0.37a
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